Delhi Public School, Udaipur
Under The Aegis Of Delhi Public School Society, New Delhi

3rd Place in Rajasthan as Top Co-educational, Day cum Boarding School
Ranked amongst top 10 in India for Best Architecture & Design

PROSPECTUS

Dear Parents,
Welcome to the world of opportunities, adventure and discovery. We thank you and respect your
interest in Delhi Public School Udaipur which is not only a unique and inspiring academic model but
an abode of learning where everything is tailored to ensure that its students get equipped with the
exact skills and rich moral values. This prospectus mirrors the aim of the school, its assets, its
pursuits and the glorious achievements in its lap.
"The key to success is action and essential in action is perseverance" believing in the maxim to drive
for excellence permeates deeply in the school culture providing innumerable opportunities and facilities to the students to excel in their endeavors. The parental trust in our effective attributes has resulted in receiving the claim of 'The Best Day Cum Boarding School'.
DPS Udaipur has an unparalleled sports culture that provides coaching for nearly all games where all
sports persons undergo training on scientifically designed workstations and in turn create historic
records. Promising holistic development, we look forward for your faith on us, in providing excellent
education to your ward in the serene and aesthetic environment of the school.

VISION
For DPS, Udaipur, each dawn must be a persistent assemblage of opportunities, efforts and
outcome to which the Dipsites and their teachers enthusiastically give their best with mutual bonding.
We aim, to provide a nurturing environment to our students, where technology meets education and
enable us to invent new powerful ways of learning.

MISSION STATEMENT

Mr. Govind Agarwal
Pro Vice Chairman

We aim to preserve and enhance the highest standards of excellence and prepare capable,
responsible citizens for the 21st century. We ensure that DPS students are helped to master the
expanding horizons of technology and also become the repository of a deep commitment to
Indian ethos and culture.
We ensure that DPS students are equipped to access the best opportunities of growth and
advancement prepared linguistically and culturally for them. The concept of ‘enlightened citizens
of the world’ is the backdrop of all our efforts. We earnestly desire to train the students of DPS to
be sensitive to the environmental concerns, evoking in them the feeling of nationalism and communal harmony, even motivating them to follow the motto of ‘Service Before Self’ by serving
others willingly, graciously and selflessly.

Dear Parents,

Sanjay Narvaria
Principal I/C

Children have their unique ways to teach us what life is all about with their
innocence and thoughtfulness. Education provides them with enlightenment and holistic growth so that they use their uniqueness to create a
difference. In a tech-savvy, uncertain world, instead of letting them lost in
the competition, we must teach them to act with empathy, care and concern towards their fellow beings. This is only possible when they are
exposed to a value oriented educational atmosphere, where they are able
to witness their elders, parents and teachers engaging in humanitarian
activities that nourish their souls and leave a legacy of kindness and
benevolence. Education does not merely consist of reading and learning
several theories, it must be a reflection of moral lessons a child will be
capable of using in his real life. Education provides meaning and perspectives to the child’s lives, so that they become the torchbearers of the society.
Delhi Public School with the motto ‘Service before Self’ offers myriad
opportunities for your child to grow and learn in a value oriented, positive
atmosphere where they can develop their skills and talents. We facilitate
our students with knowledgeable teachers, who enable them to grow as
independent and confident individuals. Our faculties, staff and overall
management takes special care, to ensure that our students can focus on
their goals, with the right attitude and in the right spirit.

Our Approach for a Dipsite
Pre Primary

On behalf of Delhi Public School Udaipur, welcome to the
world of tiny-tots.
Pre Primary education can be defined as “a set of knowledge along with skills and experience as well as behavioral rules which provide the essentials akin to cognitive,
social, expressive and interacting skills for coping
successfully in everyday life and at school”. Motherly care
of our teachers makes students feel very comfortable to
express their problems. To afford the holistic development
of the kids counting with a variety of maturity and knowledge in a child like considerable, emotional, exciting,
mental, ethical, fine motor, gross motor, verbal communication, education, admiring, response etc. with other
individuality are build up at this phase.
At the initial level, we provide a multi dimensional curricu-

lum which is loaded with numerous co curricular activities
that provide a strong base for the holistic development of
the little ones. Personalized attention strengthens the
student teacher relationship which is very important for
proper academic growth. The recent inclusion of 'Jolly
Phonics'- a U.K based teaching learning pattern for better
linguistic skills.

Primary Section
Primary education is the initial stage of education and
has its basic aim to create, establish and offer opportunities to all children to achieve a balanced cognitive,
emotional and psychomotor development. A basic
responsibility of Primary Section is to help pupils
become acquainted with their civilization and tradition,
to develop respect and love for their national heritage
and to become aware of their national identity, DPS,
Udaipur is special. We support student and bring
energy and excitement to our roles. We value curiosity
and believe that it drives learning. Curiosity flourishes
in our positive school learning culture and supportive
classroom climate. At this level, new subjects are
introduced, the curriculum becomes more board
based associated with activities to develop an
approach of learning by doing. This develops a
better understanding of concepts and a willingness in a child to learn.

Middle School

Secondary School

Middle School education programme collaboratively

Secondary education plays a fundamental role in mentor-

prepare students to succeed in growth and development,

ing students mind. At this level, we prepare our DIPSITES

so that they are grounded in goals of formulating inclusive,

to gaze at all subject holistically and prepare them for

responsible, enthusiastic, caring, confident and ethical.

selecting streams for their future career. DPS, Udaipur

The purpose is to train students to be become increasing-

provides best infrastructure with highly qualified and expe-

ly independent and responsible. We guide them to start

rienced teachers that makes difference in students’ learn-

taking ownership of their own education. This includes an

ing outcome. The teaching - learning process, classroom

emphasis on the following core attributes of middle grades

discussion and implementation in secondary classrooms

education.

have been the key that has bought in academic excel-

1. An understanding of development of adolescents’

lence to the student’s existence and has enlightened our

cognitive, social, moral, physical and psychological char-

organization with countless merits. We are proud to have

acteristics.

every year group of toppers.

2. We give students remedial help. Students below grade
level in any subject can spend time. We focus on each
and every student vis a vis their learning capacity and help
them so that no student is left behind
3. The method and coherent approach ignites the young
minds of DIPSITES to be inquisitive logical thinkers who
can re-consider, imagine and re-invent new ways of learning.

Senior Secondary
In DPS, Udaipur students learn to work hard enhance leadership skills, advance themselves in critical thinking, build up
determination to achieve important goals in life and sustain
good habits. Students discover a level of respect and dedication from school that results in success. Teachers in campus
help students to focus upon the journey of set vision. They
assign their resources and time efficiently to motivate the
students regularly. Student improves performance by ensuring to be accountable for their own success, propelling themselves forward through a selection of small achievements
designed to break down a larger purpose in life. Teachers
offer constant reminder of what that student wants to accomplish in their streams as career. High Secondary curriculum
here even fuels ambition and develops confidence in
students by encouraging determination through tough times
and offer a sense of pride when they finally succeed in their
ambition.DPS Udaipur hold innumerable achievers. Our
students have upheld themselves as progressive citizens,
across the globe.

Consistently Delivering The Best Result In
Quality & Quantity Since Inception

Chitrang Murdia
IIT - JEE
All INDIA RANK 1st
AISSCE (2013-14)

97 %

Saumya
Singh

CLAT, AILET, SLAT
ALL INDIA RANK

1st

AISSCE (2018-19)

Academic
Achievements

Sanjana
Chandaliya

Divisional Topper
(Commerce)
AISSCE (2017-18)

97 %

95.2%

SCIENCE

Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Mathematics, Computer
Science, Physical Education, Economics, English, Informatics Practises, Pshycology, Entrepreneurship, Painting.
COMMERCE

Accountancy, Business Studies, Economics, Physical
Education, Informatics Practices, English, Maths, Entrepreneurship, Painting.
HUMANITIES

English, Political Science, Geography, Economics, Psychology, History,
Physical Education, Mathematics, Painting, Entrepreneurship.

Anushka Jhota

Parth Seth

Rajasthan State Topper
(Science)
AISSCE (2012-13)

District Topper
(Humanities)
AISSCE (2018-19)

97 %

97.4%

Hostel
“Home away from home”
Our hostel inside the school premises is with CCTV surveillance for a safe stay for all the hostellers. Away from the hustle and bustle of
the busy city life, in a tranquil and verdant environment is the hostel which is perched on a hilltop in the lap of nature. School has centrally air cooled hostels separate for boys and girls. Each room is shared by either two students or four students. A common room is provided
with individual study tables and a reading table. Also TV and music system is placed in the common room for recreation. It also recognizes the uniqueness of each individual and enables its members to synergize in a manner which enriches residential community life. The
Hostel is designed to provide every facility for study, leisure and enjoyment, which can add so much to school days and later-life. DPS,
Udaipur has a modern hygienic kitchen. Fresh, healthy and nutritious cuisine is served to the children everyday. Indian, Continental or
Chinese, the cuisine includes an elaborate spread of a variety of dishes and desserts. A dedicated warden and trained team of chefs,
supporting staff and a dietician make sure that hygiene, variety and timings are given utmost importance. The food is strictly vegetarian.

SPORTS
Sports education gains an enviable reputation at DPS. We believe in building champions beyond classrooms. The sports department
comprises of a team of highly skilled sports teachers, who help the students reach their excellence in the sports activities. Delhi Public
School not only has Inter-House competition, it also sends its students to different DPS all over India and abroad, so as to develop a
high standard for their students through opportunities. Sporting facility at DPS, Udaipur includes Equestrian, Tennis courts, Volleyball
courts, Basketball courts, Football fields, Cricket pitch, exclusive Table Tennis hall, Badminton hall, Yoga center, a well-designed Swimming Pool, Rifle Shooting and Horse Riding.

At DPS, Udaipur- ‘DREAMS’ become ‘REALITY’ for we Nuture HOPES and IGNITE The Spark within.

Achievements Sports
Gaurvi
Singhvi

23rd August 2019 :
Crossed the English Channel in
13 hours 28 minutes.
6th February 2018 :
First swimmer of the country to cover
47 km in 9 hours 22 minutes
From Governor House to Gateway of India
26th March 2017 :
The youngest swimmer to cover 37 Km
open swimming in 6 hours 36 minutes.

Palash
Barber

With head held high we
CONGRATULATE

Captain of Indian Football team {U-18}
for 47th Asian School Football Championship.

21st March 2017 :
The youngest swimmer to cover
17Km open swimming in 3 hours 58 minutes.

49 players selected for state level tournament in this session.
29 players selected for national level compitition in various game.

BROADENING

‘Learning is a discovery that something is possible.”
Create the world of FUTURE.

HORIZONS
Rifle Shooting Range
In the streak of strenuous and countinous efforts for holistic development of the students, DPS Udaipur initiated the
RIFLE SHOOTING RANGE. This new infrastructural addition will induce dynamism in the curriculum.

Library
DPS, Udaipur is proud to have a well equiped library
which is spacious and airy with a peaceful ambience
making it a perfect place to study. The library has thousands of
books with a wide range of subjects to choose from. It is
updated with access to the electromagnetic information
and comprehensive CD ROMs.

Robotics Lab
A new dimension to learning has been given by the start of
Robotics Laboratory in the school. The students will gain
hands-on-insight while conducting various experiments
and tasks which are defined for the robots. ROBOLAB will
be perfect outlet for students as robotics is in the forefront
of technology.

Laboratory

Laboratory sessions are a part of study in all sciences. At DPS, Udaipur we ensure that practical as well as theoretical knowledge is gained.
The laboratories for physics, chemistry, life sciences and electronics are well equipped and housed in a separate block with an array of instruments and other equipments for the children to experiment and learn new things. As IT is the buzz word of today's world, the school is updated with the latest gadgets. The school has a huge collection of useful multimedia educational CD ROMs for the extensive use of students. It
has 24 hours internet facility and skilled teachers to guide the students through the World Wide Web. Multimedia lab, slide projector and 16
mm movie projector are also used to enhance the understanding of the students in particular subjects.
Computer Lab

Chemistry Lab

Biology Lab

Digital Classroom
DPS, Udaipur has joined hands with Educomp Smart
Class network to facilitate better teaching-learning
experience. The use of Smart Classes makes available
all the necessary data of the textbooks, in an audio
visual as well as an interactive format. This technique
helps glue the interest of the students to the subject.
Language Lab

Physics Lab

Language Lab
DPS, Udaipur has incorporated the concept of Language Lab where students learn the language in an
interactive way. As a result their comprehension and
understanding improves and they learn the language
faster. Audio tapes, CDs and various cassettes are
used to help students improve their understanding of
the language.

Olympiad training
Art /Craft /Sculpture training
Music and Dance sessions
Swimming classes
Horse Riding training
Counseling & Personality development Lab

ALUMNI ( EDUCATION TO EMPLOYMENT )

TRANSPORT & SECURITY
The school provides modern and comfortable transport facility. Well trained and compassionate drivers and conductors ensure the security of the
young ones. GPS tracking of buses to ensure better safety and security.
AC buses for long distance travellers.
More than 60 buses ply throughout the city and to the neighboring places like Debari, Dabok, Nathdwara, Rajsamand.
In keeping with the technical advancements the buses are equipped with GPS tracker and cameras to enhance safety and monitoring of the students.
Care takers and Female escorts are provided for the junior section to ensure comfort and safety of the tiny tots.
The police verification of the drivers and helpers of the buses are regularly updated.
The management has made sure that windows of buses are all grilled for safety purpose.
Awarded as safest school in Udaipur in 2016.

Fatehnagar
Nathdwara

Debari

Rajsamand

Mavli

Udaipur
Dabok

Annual day

Investiture Ceremony

Sports Day

CELEBRATIONS
Farewell

Republic Day

Carnival

Outing & Tours

Visit to Gulab Bagh

Visit to
School
Garden
Visit to School Garden

Visit to
Gulab Bagh

Trip to Munnar

Trip to Munnar
Visit to
Book Fair
Visit to Book Fair

Laying The Foundation Of Excellence
“Teaching is a very noble profession
that shapes the character,
caliber and future of an individual.
If the people remember me as a good teacher,
that will be the biggest honour for me.”

Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam
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